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essential services for students.
Del Biaggio said ‘80to 85

on
t of

the state income is generated by income

and sales tax. It would be impossible to
determine if the state will experience
this shortfall again next year..
‘It’s a shame to tap the resources of
the colleges. When the eae is ie
it limits the flexibility of all the
grams offered.”
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Let's be real. Compare the equipment she’s using to yours. If you
were both trving to tunnel through a mountain, shed have a bulldozer

depe

and you'd have a shrimp fork.
Don't despair. Your problem is already half-solved. For a limited
time. vou can buy an Apple® Macintosh’ Plus computer with Microsoft
Works—for less money,
Which is wonderful,
You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use, and graphics
capability. Plus, vou get a software program that lets you use all this
Macintosh power in all vour subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one program, it’s four integrated programs: word processing, data-base management, spreadsheet
with
charting, and communications.

Meaning vou can put charts in your history essays. Spreadsheets in
your economics papers. Call Dow Jones News, Retrieval at 2:00 A.M. to
get the facts for your journalism story due at 8:00 A.M.
So if youre taking more than one subject this semester, you should
check out Macintosh and Microsoft Works.
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon.
And your paper might stay out all night.

thon Thurs 8:00-6: 00p.m.
Friday 6:00-4:30p.m.
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Siena eter

er reaentt pe ong Macintosh ts @ rademart of Appte Computer tne

+ Newa/frtrewal ts repisieved trademark of Dow jones & Company, tn,
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Debate over offshore
oll drilling begins
Plans to open 6.45 million acres of
offshore terrorit in California to new
drilling, primarily north of San Fran-

cisco, was proposed last week.
Interior Secretary Donald Hodel
said the plan is necessary to ease
dependence on foreign oil.
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issues at a press senlerame Saturday at

the Eureka Inn.
The current hostage situation in the
—
East instigated several questions
“The administration can’t be blam—

ed for the slow process in handling an
lane of such fanatical origins,’’ Bosco
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© Exciting homemade noodle dishes
* Sushi bar serving large vatiety of sushi

* Quick take out service and traditional dining
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St., Eureka

a

. Thurs., Feb.12
Famed cotnedian from

the Ellen. Burstyn Show

Maurice Davis
followed by

Theresa Holocomb .
Admission $7.50.
$6 With Student I.D.
doors open © 7:45 p.m.

show © 6:30 p.m.
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enroliment
last fall, Ridenhour
said. That figure

rae some, HSU is little more than another way to

say

NR.
NR is the a
4 for the College of Natural
Resources. It’s the
only i
nt natural
resource program in the California State University
system atid one of the largest such
ao
programs in the country, NR Dean Richard Ridenhour said.
But as this year’s switch to the .

semester system took its toll on college

and
department
enrollments
throughout the university, the decline
in popularity of HSU’s
natural
resource programs has become painfully obvious.
ir eee
aoe “
ot ”
college
ted
nearly
percen
HSU's total enroliment and the university was popularly tagged an ‘‘NR
school.’’ Natural resource entollment
is now at its lowest level in a decade.
Professors throughout the Col
of Natural Resources are optimis
- enrollment will go up, although an increase might not come for 10 years.
Most sources put the immediate
blame for this year’s enrollment
decline on the change to semesters. But
nearly all said the long-term problem
was a public decline in natural resource
interest and a shift among students
toward more job-oriented educations.
Nationwide, natural resource education has been in a ‘demographic
slump,’’ Forestry Chairman
Bill
Sullivan said.
‘if Stallone made a movie tomorrow called ‘Rambo Saves the Forest,’
they (students) would be standing
in
line again,’’ Sullivan said. ‘‘In the late
60s and early °70s,
le came to
school with a
idea. Now
students are coming saying, ‘What do 1

study so in a year’s time after graduation I’ve got

$80,000, a three-piece suit and a BMW?’ ”’

While the College of Natural Resources does not
stand alone in enrollment decline — total fall
enroliment
from 6,220 in 1985-86 to $,865
this year —
experienced the most dramatic

decrease in student interest.

Consisting of the departments of fisheries,
forestry, Oceanography, range management,
resource planning and interpretation, watershed

management and wildlife management, the
college’s enrollment has steadily dropped
from a

1,010 fewer students than

ma

in natural

mh ee

"While Ridenhou sad there wer neatly 100
semester,
most sources

pppoe

:

omueh

considered NR, but our view i didi’
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‘in the mid-’70s people
re

, who

years. ‘In the

has

been

manifested

in

this

tion’s students, who apparently

ave sacrificed environmental concerns

for economic gains.

Ridenhour, who earned a bachelor’s

degree in fisheries from HSU in 1954,
said

the

decline

in

natural

resource

very
70s and early ’80s, more

were environmentally aware.
t feeling is now not apparent in the
country as a whole, so students go to
oO
ograms.”’
Wwhke saying HSU maintained a
‘‘high quality” natural resource program, President Alistair McCrone said

environment.’
—Richard Ridenhour

there hasn’t been a “‘true decline’’ in

natural resource enrollment because
enrollment during the past decade was

ee

‘‘inflated.’’ He said students are now
attracted to HSU because of other

‘‘quality programs.
‘There used to be a great deal of environmental movements because it was

very fashionable to
vironmental reform
McCrone, president
‘“‘That accounted
coming into these

Saturday, February 14, 1987
Arcata Community Center
HOWARD HUGE preening terme members of AHEAD)

THE UNKNOWNS
Dinner
at 6:00 p.m. $5.00
Dance a 8:30 p.m. $3.00
Dinner and Dance $8.00
eee PEA
aL Pricer, abode Ber ra Arcane Obrerse hanic
Agvence
Teharn Svatiabir.

Ares. Garcia's, Marteaan Cerenmensel Cena, Univerity ich Offre
Qureha:
The Garis.

going to get their next
gallon
of gasoline
of caring for the
instead

Feseicahote: Bromage, araitaite
Colecenre heotatte

Oinner Prepared By

Greg

be caught up in enmovements,”’ said
since 1974.
for a lot of people
(natural resource)

natural

resource

students.

He

didn’t

expect natural resource enrollment to
increase.

He said the Coll
of Natural
Resources was hit with a ‘‘double
whammy’? — fewer students overall
and a general public that has ‘‘a different philosophy of natural resources
and

the Green

Revolution

—

they’re

just not into it anymore.
mee
But when t ey found peer
‘| think enrollment
(in natural
gorous
programs they were, they
resources) will take a while
to come
found their interests lay elsewhere.”
In addition, Tim McKay, director of back. But I don’t think we’ll ever get to
the point where
le say, ‘Gee, does
the Northcoast Environmental Center,
Humboldt have an
NR program?’ ’’
said the decline in natural resource maNo one might be asking such a quesjors reflected a slight shift in student
tion now, but sources also said
career choices rather than diminishing
environmental concern. He said many - students aren’t asking the crucial question — are there jobs in natural
students with environmental concerns
resource fields?
major in prograths such as biology,
“There
isn’t the awareness,
so
botany or environmental engineering.
**At the NEC, we certainly don’t see students don’t think about it (natural
resources) as a potential field. People
any less interest in environmental
just assume there’s no future in it,’’
issues,’’ McKay said. ‘‘There’s plenty
itchen said.
of environmental activism, but it just
But with fewer students coming into
might not be perceived to be there by
the
field, sources said the job market is
in natural resources.”’
—
or
would be — good.
eCrone
said natural
resource
Seventy-five
to 80 percent of the colenrollment would continue to slide.
lege’s students who earn a bachelor’s
Kitchen
disagreed.
He
said
endegree and 90 percent who earn a
vironmental interest was cyclic, with
master’s degree get employment in
the next “‘wave of interest’’ to hit
natural resource fields after graduaabout the mid-1990s.
tion, Ridenhour said. And there now
The first wave of environmental con~ sciousness swept the country about the are not enough natural resource
turn of the century, when society began
graduates to meet the demand, he said.
to realize the dwindling numbers of
But with cutbacks in federal spensome animals, such as the passenger
ding for natural resource fields and an
apparent decline in environmental conpigeon, Kitchen said. That wave lasted
cern, Ridenhour said natural resource
until the depression of the 1930s.
fields face an uphill battle,
During the 1950s, Kitchen said ‘‘a
The decline in NR_ enrollment
new era of affluence’’ brought little en“‘reflects public attitudes that are also
vironmental consciousness. But by the
manifest, in one way or another, in
end of the decade, many becamie aware
public policy,’’ he said.
of adverse impacts of society on the en“If
are less concerned with
vironment, and by the mid-1960s there
environmental matters and resource
was a ‘‘full-blown environmental era.
‘*A lot of people don’t want to pay issues, such as timber supplies and
the cost of environmental interest,”’ clean water, then that translates into
Kitchen said. ‘‘But environmental bills fewer dollars for resource agencies and
fewer jobs,’’ he said.
always come due.”’
“If that happens, our resources sufJames Smith, dean of the College of
often
pl and in the long run, we all lose
Science, said his college can
predict the ‘‘feast or famine” of
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nationwide was

Student borro

about $9.8 billion in 1985-86, as oppos-

ed to

$2 billion in 1975-76, the report

said.

This means that on the av

dent
public

rower will g
te
college $6,685 in debt.

a stu-

from a

The figure is even higher for students
at private institutions. On the average
eae
a $8,950.
:

said he could not provide a

student indebtedness
figure for average
provide were
at HSU. What he could

figures showing about 13 percetit of
U students in 1975-76 borrowed
money tinder federal program. Their
loans were for approximately $1,200.
In 1985-86, the percentage of HSU
students borrowing money under
federal programs jumped to approximately 39 percent, three times greater
than a decade ago. These students borrowed approximately $2,400 for the
year.
Registrar William Arnett said annual
tuition fees were about $200 for
1975-76, and they have more than tripled in the last decade, to about $700.

Though the increase in tuition pro-

vides a partial clue as to why more col-

Lisa,

a senior

nursing major

who °

wished not to be fully identified, said,
‘It'll affect my ability to take time off
and travel, and it’ll be riskier to change
students ate choosing to graduate wit * jobs.’’
such heavy financial burdens.
But Susan Hansen, director of the
The author of the report to the Con- Career Development Center, said she
gressional Joint Economic Committee,
has seen no tfend of students rushi
anet Hansen, wrote she could only into the workforce in order to pay bac
guess as to why students are borrowing
loans.
more and how much they are borrowShe said since many students choose
ing. There is no nationwide data.
to
work immediately after graduation,
Altman said his concern was the
an
influx of students who chose to
shift in purpose of Guaranteed Student
work
only to. pay-off loans would be
Loans. He said 10 years ago the GSL
hard
to
spot.
was a loan of convenience for middle
Yet
Pollock,
who is now looking for
class students. Now the GSL and the
work
in
Seattle;
Wash., is proof
National Direct Student Loan are a
lege students are borrowing more
money, it does not fully explain oo

music at Santa Monica’Junior College,

but

as her loans

Univ. of Californiaat

mounted

while at

Angeles, she

~ The

sdom of

y ig
besos

sped

heavy burden to bear.
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The

PG

nuclear power plant at Eureka as seen from one of

its waterways.

There

are

Fielder said.

significant

risks,’

At present 390 used fuel assemblies
and 18 in-core fission chambers are
stored in
t fuel pools in the reactor,
aci
to the DES. The fuel
was removed in 1984, and under cur- cluded the seismic and TMI modifica- rent decommissioning plans is to remain at the facility until 2015 or until a
tions (modifications necessary to com:
gite for a federal repository is chosen.
th requirements imposed
The location of the Humboldt facilirethe accident at Three Mile Island)
ty
increases the concern about the
restart the
possibility of accidents, and this, in
to decomturn, has created
ter immediacy
for the removal of the spent fuel.
The seismic factors are not analyzed
sufficiently in the NRC’s report, according to
Alliance and other petiThe plant closed for routine
maintenance and refueling in 1976 and
never reopened.
licensee, PG& E, conthe 3,
In 198

tioners.

“Despite the fact there are three
capable faults, the plant since ‘66 has

been leaking.
(P G & E ) tried
to take
countermeasures but with the negative
hydropressure outside the
, it’s
still leaking,”’ said Fielder.
‘Redwood
Alliance will always
fight

to keep the public protected, in this
case from nuclear
uring .

le

troubles,”” Ornelas

;

But the alliance includes lawyers,

economists, community development
workers, natural resource planners
and physics, mathematics,
and
engineering professors.
“We are main stream Americans.
We're children of the 60’s affected by
the aquarian age and motivated by a
life-long ambition,’’ said Ornelas.
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The Sidelines Sports Bar
‘Open Daily M—F

Sat.

From North Face,
Woolrich and Moonstone

Gore-Tex

10%

Jackets

Rain Pants
10% Off

40% Off by Blue Puma to 40% Off

Shirts
Men’s and Women’s
Woolrich, Patagonia and Royal Robbins

25%

to 50%

Ende February14

11 a.m. — 2 am.

Wine tasting at the Sidelines
try your favorite for $1 a glass
these wineries:
Parducct, Fetzer, Weibel,
Beringer, Louss Martini,

OFF

All Sweaters 10% to 50% OFF
_ Hurry! Limited to Stock on Hand
Gale

2p.m.—2 a.m.

Off

asOff
to 50%
30% sOff j§ Park
All Vest

All

re

Monteray Vineyards

choose

Johan

Chardine, White Zinfindel,
sberg, Riesling, Cabernet
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The Army treats their nurses
with respect. We appreciate the
tre
s time and dedication

you've devoted to your profession.
So when you join the Army,
you join us as a nurse, and
as an
officer. You'll be commissioned
with the rank of Second Lieutenant in the US. Ar
“— as such,

| Asparagus 4 gon,

and responsibility due an

Frrst of the Season
Spinach

j

Asan Army Nurse, you'll

be an important member of the
Army Medical Team, working

bun

® 33

with first-rate physicians, dieti-

cians, physical therapists,

Mineola Tangelos
Organically Grown
Fresh Flowers

t

dentists, pharmacists, and other

professionals.
You'll be encouraged to fur-

39

ther your professional growth,

tat ae 950}

both in gaining advanced degrees
.

rough practical experience.

And

you'l be rewarded well

your

. Good pay, travel,

and a liberal benefits
package,
including uniform al
,onpost housing or housing allow-

Arcata store

ance, and medical care, are all part

of being

?

an Army Nurse.
to an Army

Corps Recruiter to

Nurse

find out how

(916) 962-02

coy}

toqualify.
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That’s the first step — say it. Say it

n. “Iaaam the adult
ad child of an?

Get pet the denial — the denial that
has ruled your life. Say it once more.
“My father was an

3

nl Cou ea ound,oe |
ble with relation
ing sig ae

an

is the fir ea
student
who is |

‘

Walker said because a child from an

other ACOAS in the United States, ac- |
cording to Claudia Black’s book ‘It
Couldn’t Happen to Me.”
_
student

population

students

at least

Alcoholisin
malignancy.

is

a

‘

self

ng

Children of

are

at
h
risk of becoming alcoholic
themselves or m
ng alcoholics.
Children of alcoholics tend to raise
more children of alcoholics.
This cycle can be broken. Help exists. But first, the denial. must stop.
Say it
again. ‘‘l am the adult child of
an alcoholic.’’
Children of alcoholics are survivors.
They
have survived dysfunctional
families to reach adulthood by three
axioms:

don’t talk, don’t trust, don’t

feel.
If you
do,
you'll
be
hurt... again.
As the child of an alcoholic family
reaches youne adulthood and leaves
the

home,

the

true

nature

of

the

malignancy exposes itself. Those sur-

responsi
in college,’’ Walker said.
They receive “lots of strokes for
super achievment,’’*but when they
enter a relationship it backfires.
Another
problem Walker said strikes
college-aged
ACOAs is their tendency
to slip into an addiction themselves,

®ACOAs are approval seekers.

They do not deal well with
criticism but also have difficulty
accepting praise.
®ACOAs have difficulty having
fun. They lack spontaneity. Their
rigid tendencies cause them to
overreact to changes.
®ACOAs lie when it’s easy to tell
the truth.

;

—ACOAs feel
guilty when they
dare to stand up for
Ives
against others.
eACOAs procrastinate.
eACOAs have lost their ability to
feel or to express feelings. The
‘*don’t tell,’’ ‘“‘don’t trust’’ axioms
of the alcoholic family teach the
child it isn’t safe to share feelings,
and eventually to deny them.
ee,

t

adeennseee ta any San

ee

ee

.

‘Children of alcoholic are not aware
an en
syndrome exists
A;
plies Ca
eee
Se
eS
ee
we
fe of

would never happen to them and then
having

it occur.

Walker

How to spot
®*ACOAs judge themselves without
mercy.
are their own worst
critics. They have low self-esteein.
Sometimes, to cover their own selfdoubts, they become extremely
critical of others.

children of alcoholics have been effec-

ely

said

the effects

on

adult

Adult children
of alcoholics

®ACOAs have difficulty with relationships. They have no frame of
reference for a healthy relationship
because they have never seen one.

makes
i t wae ais trust
.
a developi ing
relationship. However, once they
are in a relationship, they are extremely loyal, even when that
loyalty is undeserved. However, if
someone betrays them, they do not
forgive that betrayal.
eo.

are either spew.

responsible or super-irresponsible.
take their work too seriously,
tend
to overachieve, and are prime
candidates for burnout.

eACOAs act in an impulsive manner. Everythingis urgent.
Information com

from

Humboldt County
Ofice
of
fone ma ys ee s

terature, ‘‘It Couldn’t en
Me,’’ by Claudia Black

to

**Adult Children of Alcoholics,”’

by Jane Woititz.

.......4.-.

Al-

as

. «sad

“‘Al-Anon

groups

are

weet

groups with the AA format,’’
Wenger
said. ‘There is no
or interac-

ting, just sharing. Al-Anon
are
on a
in
. Anyone
can go whenever
i
speak out whenever
want.
Anon groups don’t have
trained in family therapy.”’
tured, W:

said. Their
are
and
have rales late
leaders.
‘‘ACOAs. make a. commitment. to-at--

‘tend the sessions,’’ Wenger said. Once

scale based

va

How Cee
at 7 p.m., at Davis
eoni a drop-in|
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Condom
no

less)

California

at

at

HSU plans to celebrate National

Condom Week
(

e-

manner

7

-on-the-man

water-condom

y

“4

contest

and

Berkeley’s

throw.

pin-

However,

relationships without worrying about

past partners.

“It’s like a double-edged protector
‘| against pregnancy
and sexually
transmitted

the woman about to poison
f and her blinded husband, both

victims of ‘‘Sex Madness,’’ in a campy
1936 film cousin of ‘‘Reefer
Madness?”

ed

However,
the rise of herpes, follow:.
"AIDS, has transcended
past.
‘I’ve been —

for =

; . and

I’ve seen a st
progression in sexually transmi
diseases,”” Milner
said. “This is with more sophisticated

uses of birth control and a declining
use of condoms.”’
:

Gonsalves, assistant coordinator of
the AIDS Information and Education
Program, said three AIDS cases have
been reported in Humboldt County,
Both Gonsalves and Milner want to
. And with

:

Never mind that condoms are given
an effectiveness rate of 82 to 95 percent
— among the five most effective birth
control
s — in a two
paper, “Choosing
a Method of Contraception,’’ available in Milner’s office. Nor is their teady availablity on
campus’ (in the health center’s pharmacy) persuasive. Sexually active
students of both sexes are skeptical.
‘*They’re not very keen on condoms,
and the female is just as adamant

against it as the male,’’ Milner said.

“They

feel that there’s a loss of

spontaneity, natural pleasure and sen-

tivity. It’s very disturbing to me.”’
Gonsalves considers the attitude
among the sexually active as being
‘*spontaneity is God.
“They figure, ‘Oh, we gotta stop,
get out the condom and tear it open,’ ”
he said.
Gonsalves deals with a group even
less familiar with condoms than
Miliner’s patients. He deals primarily

with gay and bisexual men as well as intravenous drug users — individuals at
high risk for AIDS between ages 18
and 55,
**Most gay men have never seen a
condom before AIDS,” he said. ‘‘They
weren’t getting anyone pregnant. Now
they have to worry about consequences

even

higher

(than a woman’s

getting

an expert the first time.’’
Besides National Condom Week,
Gonsalves’ concern is breaking
the
myth that AIDS, transmitted by the exchange of bodily fluids, is solely a
homosexual’s disease.
“It’s not transmitted so much by

People as by behaviors,’’ he said.

“When one sleeps with another perpregnant). Now they risk death,”
son, he has to think about all the peous, he stresses ‘‘safer sex’? — us- ple the partner has
with in six or
ing condoms “‘if you’re going to have — years. In some slept
cases, it may be a
sex of any kind, anal or oral’? — as
ot.
part of his in-home council.
‘The heterosexuals are at risk. It’s
‘*Safe sex avoids.
Safer sex | not if you’re straight; it’s what you’re
minimizes,’’ he said.
doing and how well you know your
The awkwardness of using a pro- partner.’”’
:
phylactic for the first time has proved a
big barrier, Gonsalves said.
When journalism junior Vicki Kite
‘*But they can minimize
the Jirst saw a foil-wrapped condom, she
awkwardness and get used to the sensathought it was a package of Alkation, It just takes time,’’ he said.
Seltzer and tried to empty it into a
**It’s something new. You can’t be
glass of water.

JAMBALAYA

SATURDAY, FEB.14
7:00 — 11:00A.M.

ARCATA'S FAVORITE BAR AND
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973

| ’

ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE

WED. FEB. 11 — Humb
Blues
Societ
ol
y Jam
dt
— 9pm$1

THUR. &FRI. FEB.

118&12

— To the Bone, soul & funk

ay
«the.

HAIR CONNECTION
zeat Haircuts

ices
r
P
e
l
b
a
Afford
MEN

— ball with To the Bone.

— Show begins
9pm $5

Hos d'overes, free

at

MON. FEB. 16 — Bue Monday, E. Thomes Blues Band

WOMEN
CUTS INCLUDE

915 H Street (by the Plaza)
Open daily at noon—Sundays at 4 p.m.

SHAMPOO

& STYLING

822-5720
Corner of 12th & G Streets, Arcate
Walking Distance From HSU
_ 3 Blncks North of Arcata Plaze
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dif-
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ferent
sort of tie. It still connects:two
people and endears them to each
Like romantic love, the bond still

i: :
i F:

:

i

But at Youth

wevadvocale the clsration

and

how to adjust to American ways.

Recently, they lost all their money.
When they lost their bank card with
the secret code attached, someone
emptied their account. They
didn’t

really

understand

about

bank

cards.

They never even had banks in their part

of Laos.

et

How to finance the week’s groceries
and bus fares? Karen suggested they
have a food sale on the Quad. She
helped them cook Laotian food until 4
a.m., and helped sell it all day. They
made enough money for groceries and

@

heart.
Members of refugee
families from
Laos are unknowingly opening a lot of
hearts in local folks who are getting to
know them.
Karen, an HSU student, has been
oe a Laotian family learn English

S
S

gi

goes from soul to soul. But rather than
raising the pulse rate, it opens the

smatch: the long-haired, 5-year-old
boy lived with his mom in a teepee and
oo
a doll to the introduct

meeting.

Mitch

insisted

the

match

would work.
Weeks later, Mitch stormed in
demanding to see the person in charge.
**] don’t get it,’’ he said. ‘Jessie and
his mom only have some beans left.
She said they can’t afford milk until
after her AFDC check comes, but
that’s
a week away! I know there’sa
dairy surplus in this country, and that
President Reagan has a safety net in
place for the poor. What's it listed
under in the phone book? How come

Please see LOVE next page

PRO DEN + citics concen
P.O. Box 911
Arcata, California
95521

eRetreat “Escape Odyssey” March 20th-21st
x

EDITING
822-4954 office

ee
ys,

All are Welcome

& CONSULTING

Office Hours 1pm-4pm
MF

Victor M. Ferro, Timothy P. Cissnaand
Shelley J. Morrison are pleasedto

ee

announce the formation of the law firm of

Photofinishing
Camera Repair

' FERRO, CISSNA
and
MORRISON

Vivitar Lenses
Electronic Flash

Attorneys at \e™

Quality

and Tripods

875 Cresent Way

SUNNYBRAE,

Arcata

Telephone
(707) 822-2971

“9
@
se

engage in the general practice of law with emphasis

y

ee
i
ee

mR

eee

&
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© 622-9907

disco’

in 1968. Since then, he

has worked —
t on man’s

aki

man

to §

the question,

ff

s

specimen
in 1984 by a
Turkana, Kenya

did

How

man?”

The origin of mankind is a con- _

subject that has sparked
ality conflicts and sometimes
tter debate among scientists —
different theories.
Leakey believes mankind’s
ancestor coexisted with another
early homonid, and that the other
homonid line died out, leaving only Homo erectus, a homonid
t
it to be modern man’s most
8

|
aaa

sae
chis wae
8
re

%to. on valle

tip

om

ne

shame aoe

Paleoanthropologist Richard

Leakey’s Feb. 19 lecture has
anes

gy hgh cg

interest, the

for the lecture has been
changed from the Van Duzer

Theater to the larger East Gym.

The move has allowed an addi-

‘Leakey’ s find is striking not only
because of its age and ¢omee
but because the skeleton
s almost identical to that ofa .

recent ancestor.

he know’s he’s got me for

friend. ‘ou know, it’s kind of surprising, but he’s
me some things
too — like there are some good things
about living in a teepee.’’
Who
only Ms. or Mr. Right can
be
r velenting? Don’t wait for
Cu
There are heart-to-heart connections to find with
, kids and

all sorts of wonderful

s who are

never illustrated on Valentines cards.

Joy Hardin, executive director of
‘Youth Educational Services, often
tells friends elsewhere in the country
=

jo

one of the worlds greatest

Origin of Mankind,’’ has been attributed not only to the intriguing.
subject matter,
but to the enthusiasm and passion Leakey has.
for his work.
“*To pick up the fossil skull of

one of man’s long-dead ancestors
is a strangely moving experience,”’
Leakey said.

From an early age, Leakey
shared his anthropologist parents’
uncanny ability to find fossils.
Even so, there was a time when he
vowed not to follow his parents’

footsteps into the dim world of

mankind’s past.
All this changed when he made
his first major homonid fossil

oe
t semen Ogists,

modern human. Leakey described
the skeleton, th
to be that of

by Donald

Johanson, director of the Berkeley-

based Institute of Human Origins,

a 5-foot-4-inch
tal , 12-year-old
male as ‘‘very human,”’ except for

believe in the so-called ‘‘single

species” theory, which supposes
man’s ancestor did not coexist with
another homonid line.
The single species advocates

claim Johanson’s 1974 discovery of

a brain about half the size o
modern man’s,
Leakey’s lecture is sure to do

more than just outline the facts
about human origins. It will be a

the early homonid skeleton he

journey back to a time all of us

ancestor whose species evolved into
Homo erectus.
Leakey, however, believes this
homonid is not a human ancestor,
but is on the line that became extinct.

man became man.

named ‘“‘Lucy”’ is a human

find mysterious — the time when
Mark Freitas is a marine biology
senior who terrorizes invertebrates

in his spare time. His column ap-

pears weekly,

Unique Personalities
Deserve Unique ,
Valentine
f

Cards
Looking for something a
little untraditional . . . a little
different? Look no further.
Shoebox Greetings will
make it a Valentine's Day
they won't forget. Shoebox

veoh Squar
822—6242

<< Student price: Men$8 Women $10
Appointments not always

An

eeenae

necessary
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Minor: Blue Planet, 7:00 and Keyaanieqatel,
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Vector Health

Wekosti,

is hosting its Fourth

Annual Valentine's Chocolate and ChamC
pagne Party, 4 p.m., Humboldt Cultural
Center, 422 First St., Eureka, $5 donation, for
more information call ‘442-6464.

Live Stand-Up Comedy, 7:45 p.m., Eagle
House Theater, 2nd and C streets, Eureka, for
more information call. 442-2334.
Ferndale Repertory Theater presents The Lion .

Counseling and Psychological Services:

in Winter, 8:15 p.m, 447 Main St., Ferndale,
for more information call 725-2378.

to. Person

WORKSHOPS

|, 2-3:30 p.m.

“its 8th Annual

and ewe
Sena
Feb. 14,,at Prise

A seminar on Assertive Management
presented by Or. Denise Dudley,

8:30 a.m. to

4 p.m., Samoa Women's Club, for reservations: ©

Center. Dinner with acoustic thor

mail a $10 check to Crestwood Manor, 2370
Buhne St., Eureka.

Note-Taking and Note-Making, 10-11:30
a.m., House 71, room 206, free.
Counseling and Psyc
Services:

Assertive Training, 10:30-a.m.-noon.
Speaking Anxiety

, 12:30-2

p.m. Support Group for
of Se:
Assault or Molestation: dea “noon.

Control

Vv;

Concert

SPORTS

Van Duzer Theater, $5.

Women's

Basketball at Sacramento State, 6

i

|

Popular Music by HSU Musicans, 8 p.m.,
Bergies: Commotion sone: To The
Bone Youngtergs: Raven Old Town Bar &
, Grill; Monkey

:

oe
i
Arcata: Top Top Qun, 7: 45
Trek tt, 9: i

Minor: Song

p.m. and

ster
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Minor: Belizaire the Cajun, 7 2m. and Down,
by Law, ost Oe
°

can
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Srnec Resume Writing,

mation call 725-2378.
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SUNDAY

FILM
Arcata: Top Gun, 7:45 p.m. and Star Trek
Mir

‘Song ofthe South é OG

Pigin Hollywood, 8:50
SPORTS
Women’s

and Porky

Basketball et Mills College, 1

m

Counseling and Psychological

-] 6 MONDAY

Services offers ‘Women Who

(Love, Drink, Eat, Do) Too Much’
on Tuesdays, 2-3:30 p.m. in -

Health Center 203. Group leaders
Susan Needham and Rosemary
O'Neill meet with women who feel
a lack of control in their lives.

FILM

Arcata: Top Gun, 7:45 p.m. and Star Trek

1, 9:45 p.m.
Minor: Belizaire the Cajun, 7 p.m. and Down
by Law,
us
8:55 p.m.

eae
taught 0.20,

1am

8

Feb. 11, 1967
—The Lumberjack, Wednesday,
—_—_—_—_—_—

ties make‘a man a
eWhat Is the most important sex «What quali
good lover?
organ?

are 10 most important
eWhat are the three greatest | What
elements in a fulfilled, happy
desires of students today in
marriage?
the area of relationships

eWhat are five ways men want
to be treated in a relationship?

eWhat are a college student's
two major fears about love?

«What are five ways women
eWhat are three major steps in
want to be treated ina
building positive, intimate
relationship?
relationships?

h McDowell
Answers to be given by JosThursda
y, February 12

Wednesday, February 11

Van Duzer Theater 7:30PM
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the fabric.
of their costumes into a variety of forms In “Fashion Statement.”

Valerie Gillet-Bourne (left) and Deb

Gallery displays woven art
By Linda Hickman

A woman in stocking feet feeds wool
into a pedal-operated spinning wheel as
others sit comfortably
around her
discussing problems such as how to get
alfalfa and burrs out of the raw
materials.
These aren’t 19th century pioneers
making winter clothing for their loved

ones.

They

are

participants

and

observers of the new Lighthouse Art
Center show ‘‘Wonders of Weaving.””
The Crescent City art center, open
since Dec. 17, features an array of
juried shows this year in addition to its
regular me
a"
Executive
Director Steven L. Yarbrough said the gallery is special
because it ‘*
ts artists’ work
in a
fine arts
situation.
“There just aren’t that many good
fine arts galleries on our stretch of the
coast. People can: focus on the work
without hed h gipod (gift shop
customers
“ea

Yarbr

‘ae

while’ the un

might ‘‘eventually capitalize on

rif.

ties,” it would be done in an area

separate from the gallery

Seat cy ty rhe

One goal of the art center, Yar-

i

Staff writer

mu
economically
ng
and people into the area.
Some of the juried shows to be
featured include themes. such as
religious art, three-dimensional art,
Native American art of the coast, work
focusing on water, wood sculpture,
wildlife painting and ‘‘the fine art of
Christmas.”’
On Feb. 14 the center will host its,
first ‘‘edible art show’’ in which participants will enter their work, display
it, then make it available for consumption by the public.
‘‘Wonders of Weaving,’’ on display
through Feb. 28, was open to art center
mem
and Northern California and
Oregon artists. Works were judged by
Eureka tapestry artist Victor Jacoby.
Among those items entered are rugs,

tapestries, wall hangings, baskets and
clothing.
One Bee
was a

titled ee
shaped

hanging

ched from floor to ceiling.

ret
t stret-

:

vf &
g z

Amundsen believes

survival.
Se or Gai
:

undertakes
ag
Gs cave 0s Gate

meals, if necessary.

rule in the wilderness

Nusbaum is also a pleasure to watch in his

expedition with a
eceapaeeation

role as Norwegian Roald Amundsen. He comes
miraculously.
to life with constant humor and

and

vibrant =o

iy telies plane beth. on the way te: Sas a

ae

S

PALA

Los

Donna Trom

mail

ey

ws Seay"

wife, Kathleen, is played by

whose performance matches the

>

1642% G street
Arcata

g22—8433

Open 7 days a week,

till 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat.
SKYWALKERS
by aedHillermanpager A ~. Hiller.
cause for rejoicing.

"t watt

for this one te come out in paperback!

NIGHT
OF THE FOX

' PSYCHIC COMMUNICATIONS
1360

G

St.,

Arcata,

CA

95521

822-0422

thn

Jack Higgens, $17.95. A World War Il
4
author of THE EAGLE HAS

LA

,

VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL

QUIET RAGE:BERNIE GOETZ IN
, A TIME OF MADNESS

Bring

by Lillian B. Rubin, $16.95. A provocative
| analysis of the NYC subway shooter.

in this ad for

eee

Astrological

it’s for friends and lovers!!
-explore present,past
& potential relationships
-see
the many ways & many levels of relating with significant others

Usually $40 now only $20

Accurate birth data (time,place, & date) required

THE EVES OF THE DRAGON
Stephen King, $18.95.
A tale

p Toss

whee Fyoente A

vite

REAGAN'S
AMERICA:
NOCENTS AT HOME

IN-

Wills,
$19.5
Hi-bo Silver,
!
Where
Holltoed
presisency
ial
e
s
aden
ourselves.

BLESSED BY LIGHT: VISIONS
OF THE COLORADO PLATEAU
edited by S,

Trimble, $34.95. From

tionist

illuatrated

thought,
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of conserva-
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Wash
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Dry FREE!!!
Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center
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Duzer

Sata bebe more “of an
: than a formal concert,”’
said Bob
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Wednesday, Feb.11
7:30PM Van Duzer Theater

|

‘FREE ADMISSION >
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
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of your choice. For

JOSTENS
AMERICAS

COLLEGE
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Date Feb. 18-20 Wed.-Fri,

Hours:

Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.

Friday 8:00-4:30p.m.

!

“It seems like we just play good
enough to be a little bit ahead, or a little bit behind,’’ Wood said.
The Lumberjacks improved to 4-4 in
the NCAC with the win and 13-8

- play.

But Chico’s Joe Ross came down the
court, and buried a three-pointer, cutting
the lead to two points.

*
_

J

ay
v3 ote

ter the mistakes.

Ron Connors bounced. the ball off
his foot and out of bounds, Ed Whit-

Please see CHICO page 22

.
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‘

yaqee fate
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pranadt

HSU women cagers playing own music
- 20-point deficit with a late comeback

By, View! Kite
lea the HSU women’s basketball
team plays the wrong:songs during pre-

" “Ht seems we've been playing 10
minutes of good ball — we play our of-

have 1

team nag

30

game practice.

=

stuff, ‘perhaps the
table stereo
ought to play Frank
Sinatra’s ‘‘High
Hopes.’’
It seems a fitting song for a team
which, according to women’s coach
Chris Conway, keeps its chin up
despite the worst record in the Northern California Athletic Conference.

Conway said after the SF
30 minutes,’

Instead of that synthesized Top 40

HSU has won three games this year,

including
65-64

Saturday’ s

victory

against

at-the-buzzer

Sacramento

¢ problem

is piecing together

"ft seame ie

tremendous

amount

of

in

the

lady

Jacks’

given

“You take Chico,” Conway said of

the 6-1 conference leaders. “*Its coach
(Fran Coslet) has been there 19 years.

It’s established. It’s got its players, its

JC transfers.’’

In contrast, ae
ame.
helm all of two
7 ‘‘The reason we’ve been in this situaJC
transfers
tion for 16 games is that we don’t get
returnees.
together as a team. We can’t go in and
play that way against five superior
athletes.’’
Granted, things are looking up. The
Sacramento win, for exempts, put
away any thought of the close
=
that has plagued many wo
wins
Jan. 23’s meeting with Cal State
Hayward was what Conway called
“‘the game (that) hurt more than any
other this whole year.’’ HSU’s lead
eroded in the final four minutes of
regulation to a 63-63 tie. Hayward won -

State. The other two games were
against Southern Oregon — also won
on the last shot — ee College of
Notre Dame.
In conference, the record reads 0-7.
In optimism, Conway and the team
are off the scale.
in overtime 73-67.
**] think every team we meet, we’re
““It was one of those situations of begoing to beat,’’ he said. ‘‘And for the .
ing
in a close situation and not knowmost part, we're still out there to beat

“These girls are really fighters. They

especially
situation.

attempt.

cove game) i

«new

“Sek

how to
—

know
get
girls: wewan't
clenaue

man-to-man defense,” he
I’m spending most of pre-

wile the other team is spending time }

:

j

Z|
eee

Wood

ree

positive thi

said.
he,”
well
introductions,

foul with

search for a few
say. ‘I didn’t see us
probabl
oe
ed
up
good
in
added.

to

had

in warmups

the honors to another North
Athletic Conference foe for the second year in a row.
Saturday, at the Chico State-

>

is fourth

ii
fF
;i

oe

is on his way to giving

nt,
;

— who led Humboldt with | titles,

rs

a

education

;

Tim

onahan, a 150-pound
inal law
unior out of JC power Lassen Col; and junior music major Don

olf, last year’s cofiference cham-

pion at 190 pounds.

Despite Cheek’s bleak forecast,
and his skepticism in light of being

ea won’t even _ soon try
classes, as Cheek
seven grapin
pumping
adrenalin

understaffed in the tournament, he
can hope seven is his lucky number.

plers as best he can.

Yo-yo.

including a at aoe
a Davis,
the biggest
t margin in an HSU

© Continued trom page 21
“We've

a are

game

year.

**] would like once to have a game
where we’re
by 40,
oach.

‘*We've had good crowds, and I like
to see the
gym rocking. We haven’t

we're hot and cold.
‘it’s very frustrating as a coach
because you get attached to the
players, and you feel it when they’re up
when they’re down.”’
Humboldt state’s four league: losses
have been by a combined 29 points —

The

Secret

won all our
games, but I don’t
think people have walked out feeling

short-changed.’’

The Lumberjacks’ roller-coaster
ne hasti’t been bad for the cigarette
ndustry either.
“1’m up to about two and one-half

packs
a day,’ Wood said.

Breakfast served

of Loving

Thuraday, Feb. 12

Monday through
Friday from
7:30am-10:00am

popcorn,
sandwiches and
wine are served.

1 egg, hashbrown,
and 2 pieces of
toast for $1.75

Live entertainment

plus daily specials

featured on
Wednesdays

and Fridays.

7:30PM Van Duzer Theater

FREE ADMISSION
_ Sponsored by Campus Crusadefor

Christ

Monday through Thursday 7:30am-10:
Friday 7:30am-8:00pm
_
Sunday 5pm-9pm

Hogs face Sacramento State Saturdayto

vette Northern

California

Athletic Conference

play. Game time is at | p.m. in Redwood Bowl. In
bad weather, a

The HSU

overall

ian

men'é 9

te

GA

Hands On Message...For Everyone
1060 1 St., Arcata

Valentine's Day Special
¥, Hour a

Massage

general foot bath
HOURS
M-Th 6:00 -9:00

$10

Sun 12:00 - 5:00

322 P St. 445-

TODAY'S SELECTIONS
SANDWICH
4 SOUP ..... Biddedacss dbuwived sss. 9.06

Call in Orders
Welcome

MINI SALAD BAR (Bowl—One Time Thru)
TOSTADA SALAD (Corn or Flour Tortilla)

LARGE SOUP/BREAD
LARGE SOUP... ae
DINNER SALAD........00560.6...00605 ‘svieeeee
BREAD........ ere
ee eee ree
bbeesuee
FRENCH PRIGS...................0006 iveeleagss

:

826-3836

rs
1M
rd
5

. HERB TEA, TEA AND
APVEINATED COFFPEE........ toeevene veveves MB
SPRITE, COKE, ICED TEA, DIET
SODA............ vee BD

..

large

Monday

through
th
’

THANKSGIVING COFFEE CO.=Specieity Coffee .

oe
BEER

GLASS (Draft Boor) o.oo... .cseccccseeeeeeseveee iid
SPECIALTY
& IMPORT BEERS

BOTTLE

Located on the

oe,

BEER,

DOMESTIC

ereeteee

eet

eeeeee

Oeeteeee

.
je

top floor of the
U.C.
SOSHOH

:
wNP-—r

We are underway

On Sunday February 15 we are holding “The

Runner Lovers Lover’s Run”.

This Valentines

if

TNO

.

Well, here we are again.
with our Spring activities.

=

2

@ <

HSU’s
Bay Area

Pool Fest '87 is being held Sunday March 1st.

For more information on these and other tour-

Coca

$1.69

Cola «; eee

Strawberries

Family Scott Bath Tissue...

Arrow Mountain

Spring Water

69¢ / gal

Hill Select
1202.

Frozen

Oud.

Corona

e 12 0: pores :

Rie ceteter
ee
600 F Street, Arcata

We're now open 24 hours a day
eons

ee

ee

99¢
79¢

a)

rd
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Tessie. (ome found that

stiidetits voted overwhelmingly

college has become so
,
sive and
gratits
so
scarce
that
shied tual
tant
at a

is intent on selling

future to get an education.
The need to asstittie as much

are.

e the

fact that

for him in 1984, the president

of young people

a generation

down the

river.
For the second year in a row,

Reagan has launched an all-out
attack on student aid programs, proposing

the elimina-

tion of work-study jobs and the
slashing of Guaranteed Student
Loan funds.

To add insult to injury, administration spokesmen justify
loan program cuts with tirades

against the

hordes of

‘deadbeat’ graduates who
refuse to repay their debts. Yet

the Education Department admits it cannot back this charge
with statistics showing how
many students defaulted on
loans to buy a BMW, as op-

posed to those too poor to pay
rent. |

The administration’s stance
is even more outrageous in
light of research by think tanks
such as the Carnegie Founda-

as $15,000 in loans will

discourage students from entering low-paying jobs crucial to

our society. In addition, the
door to higher’ education will
slam shut on an increasing

number of low-income —
unwilling to gamble on th
ability to repay the loans they'll
need to get a

ee.

Finally, experts aren’t optimistic that the economy will

expand te oy a
high-paying
nee

. the

tomorrow’s debt-ridden

graduates.
Given the increasing impor-

tance of a college-educated

work force,
Reagan’s zealous
attempts to rip the guts out of
financial aid funding are
nothing less than a slap in the

face to all of the students who

put their trust in his judgment.

Reach out and help someone:
Peace, freedom depend on you
Failure is inevitable if
military might is used in an attempt to free the hostages held
in Lebanon. Compassionate
communication and patient

negotiation remain as the only

hope for their release.

The Reagan administration
has proven itself unequal to the
task. Trading

is a morally

arms for hostages

bankrupt position

that implies the deaths of hundreds or thousands of Iraqis

are a fair trade for a handful
of American lives. .

In the Middle East, the
displacement of the Palestinian

people from their land, and the

violent dissection of Lebanon

have been accepted by

people are brutalized by
relentless enemies. The Beirut
magazine ‘‘Ash Shiraa’’ offered reassurance that hostages
wouldn’t die ‘‘since the kidnappers have realized the hostages

constitute a valuable fortune_
that makes miracles and

from the United States, communication and a just settlement with Israel.
Write to the governments of
Iran, Lebanon and Israel, and ©
ask them to seek the release of
all hostages. Be sure to tell

them you understand — or are

paranoia that exists between

and plead for a change in the

Jew.

Hos

taking is an act of

to know is: What is wrong with a majority of the people here in the nor-

thern California area? I’m from the
Central

part of the

California area (a conservative
state).

It seems most HSU

st

sib

want

a bout

nothing more than to com

the present U.S. administration and i
actions. The “‘bleeding heart’’ liber

opinion is so strong it’s almost impossible to find an
open-minded person to discuss political

affairs. In matiy

ways the only thing these people ac-

complish is an atmosphere of domestic
uneasiness.

If you feel veg. nai By:
poor job, how
do you
spineless oe bone Mondale,
deal with problems such as Libya

a better fashion than Reagan
Democratic policy

such @

k that
—

concerning f

hte
nee
on
it a
t’s
go away
Since the second world war
United States has ao. looked up to
we

compassion and understanding

seeking to understand — their
grievances. Then write your
Washington representatives,

Arab anid. Israeli, Moslem and

This
is in response to your Dec, 3,

1986 editorial. The thing 1 would like

achieves what is impossible.’’
The greatest miracles the kidnappers could gain would be

Americans as a necessary

defense of Israel. Such injustice
thrives on the hatred and

Editor:

policies that have only produced disasters in the Middle East.

Speak now, or forever hold

vehene**** "your peace:* hostages

fia?

abilit

tion for the Advancement of

=

Ronald Reagan has lost his

ee

OE

et yo

to take this lying

d

our

No. Even it

}

ured

.

are

and.
san

tha Sar

oe

cae

$toe
press

vf

~

i,

Ciecrwe waa”
and to our basic humani

If we must perist in our goa! of
baahiepeii our future for
copeste gen team eg
can’t part of it
be spentto save the children and
other innocents of South Africa?
Because they are black, we are

racists, and history repeats

itself...

is called,

the

vote.

Second, contact your rere
tative on the Student Lee ative
Councila
(w
to NHE Rim. 112,

or call

826-4221), and request they

all Papeling re ales

terArts

UC

in the next

udget.

Third, go over the head of the |
. You can reach the CSU

tmeriesa.ca
ong
ic

90802-4275,
or phone them at
bod ig
You should also

SU President McCrone’s
fice at 826-3311. If he’s nox
there,
you can reach
at home at 822-8992.
Tell these officials that you
sent the UC Board’s decisions

of-

him

belatedly advertise their public

cones, You
F
could

By the tite most of you read

Board will have bestowed upon

you
a hefty fee increase. The smart
on a $20 to $25

dent in your wallet next year.

reto

=

ver and

. AS a matter
of fact,

ron Aig
face down that way would

leave you in the position favored

by the screwdriver-toting

bureaucrats se are ramming this
thing through .

® Continued from previous page

itiates and one pledge, far outnumber
the organizations you chose to profile.
This would indicate that you did not
bother to exemplify the quorum of the
Greek
system
on campus,
anc
therefore did not represent the systerr
adequately.
In the future we'll look forward to
having our organization, as well as
others in the Greek system, represented
equally, fairly and Scere.

Joseph

President, Chi Phi Fraternity

Alysia Stewart
President, Chi Phi Little Sisters

The dream stops here
Editor:
Racism at HSU.

ee i, When

hearing on this matter and to deny
=
their democratic right to a

this column, the University Center

motey is

ae

election

oon

| off the "hignely news and out of the
realm of our consciousness. More

hth
or

sign the petitions around

s that cali fora student vote

speci

kceping the

an

elaborate

licensing

deal

in which

they stand to make MORE money in
South Africa than ever before.
“Cold Harbor,” a play by a New
York-based theater company, reflects a
bigotry
closer to Humboldt County.
The
play chronicles the life of Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant.
Grant, then a captain, was stationed
at Fort Humboldt before the Civil War
for disciplinary reasons — he was an
alcoholic. During his command, he
ordered the forced removal of Native
Americans from Indian Island in Humboldt Bay and kept tham in a barbedwire corral inside the fort for their
alleged ‘‘protection,’’ numerous accounts of rapes and assaults of Native
American women by soldiers were

chronicled. Yet Grant’s stay at the fort
was presented in an almost whimsical

It seems the events

light in this play.

of Forsyth County, Georgia, cannot be

To my knowledge, the HSU Foundation has not even been challenged on

alumni magazine, and the prsentation of the play ‘‘Cold Harbor” are

the divestment issue; they actively seek
out corporate and private gifts from all
parties. And
both the Associated
Students general manager and club adviser knowingly
violated the A.S.

escaped.
A pro-South Africa letter in the recent issue of Humboldt Stater, the

direct reflections of the racist attitudes

held

by

staff

members

and

ad-

ministrators on this campus.
Is it any wonder, then, that neither

the

University

Center,

Enterprises nor the HSU

Lumberjack
Det

alg

has fully divested their holdi
companies doing business with : Sells
Africa? Aind yes, Lumberjack Days
will again
by Coke, a

company

bp

hat hs NOT
NOT divested from
Coke
:
;

has

signed

1986-87 budget language by allowing
Coke to sponsor last fall’s Lumberjack

Days (thus violating the Statement of

Social
served

on

t t.

ere

and divestment
ied, many
victory in

ve

as

wen

result |

economic
ns have
| ‘

me

Responsibility passed while I
on the Student Legislative

Council).

I will not quote Martin Luther Ki
by saying ‘‘I have a dream’’ because

have no dreams Of peace on acampus,
or a society, wees

were

sures

yaar a Abemciaves
der Uhes,
;
there are three ways

See mae

SPRATLY,

ees

ee

sanweere oe

Ae

it

ma oe

mples

tuated with la

bass

some not-so-in
iwelite about women. It
inded
me of some
ts I'd been har_
since read
that same arti-

learning environment.”

Certainly, both before and after
we changed the words ‘‘Negro’’

The California State University
system uses certain criteria to

and ‘handicapped people”’ to
rl’? and ‘“‘women,’’ we were king about harassment. But did

of sexthat

criteria is the existence of
‘‘behavior that interferes with
academic Sie alee or creates
an intimi ting, offensive, hostile
or otherwise
verse learning environment.’’

I wondered how solidly the
university would stand behind that
statement. I questioned whether
they were as Teacerned with this
form of harassment as with others,
as I began to create examples in
my head.

The first example I came up
with was this: su
that you, a
| Black student,while attending the
first day of class, heard the instructor say, ‘‘We’re not —
to
be reading any Negro authors this

semester because most of the really

outstanding authors were white.”’
Most of you would agree that
that’s definitely hostile. But what
if we were to change the word
.
‘‘Negro”’ to ‘‘girl’’, and the word ©
‘*white’’ to ‘‘men?’’ I’d say that’s
hostile, too.

The word ‘‘girl,’’ when used to

describe women, is like the word
‘*Negro’’ when used to describe

Blacks: passe and demeaning, Additionally, the exclusion of all
authors of one particular race or
gender from a reading list is certainly intimidating, especially to
those who are having their role

Nereus
presume

chance *

when they referred to an ‘‘adverse

cle

determine individual
ual harassment. Among

a

giveti,

that’ s what CSSU requiations meant

the latter examples constitute ‘‘sexual’? harassment?

t

was tee you ,

i ~~ vir-

guarantee that reportin

these incidents would not
to
any action by CSU officials. Maybe what’s needed is a new
term, such as
— “Seen
tee .
Of course, there already exist
- words to describ » what's appening in the above scenarios—
racine, prejudice and sexism come
to mind. But why is it instances of sexism
so often go unnoticed? Why is it

_

:

the word itself — sexism — is rarely taken seriously?
It’s not my intention to suggest

one form of discrimination is more
pervasive or evil than.another. I’m
not comparing the worthiness of
causes.
My point is this: séxism, which
is as damaging to its victims as any
other form of discrimination, is

rarely given the concern it’s due.
Indeed, as exemplified by the

students I overheard discussing the
sexual harassment article, it’s all _ .
too often relegated to the ranks of
mere humor.
Deborah Lielasus’ column will
alternate with Frances O’Toole’s.
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1200sf, 3 bdrm,
2 ba, peanaageaie
brea
4, oak cab, shake root, and
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ie

’s and Video
Hot Fudge—Tiffany
ce Cream
parlor on the Arcata Plaza. $28,000
with terms
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or $23,000 cash. Lazzar Realty 822-4171.

2/11

Red Rock's—-—Family

Pizza

in Blue

Lake. $75 800 wit oreia ar teio0e cash.

Lazzar Realty 822-4171. 2/11
Arcata Fixer-Upper—2
bdim with exc. rental

history
& neighborhood. Only $44,900!

Lazzar Realty 822-4171. 2/11

1.8 U. Stuiiehte— Foor for rent Canele.
13.

HIDE-A-BED—Couich
fot sale. Great for

student apartment! Red/orange plaid. $75or

best offer, Leave message 445-0110. 2/11

Jujubee——Do

Pup—_in between

Ss teahnaes
ae Penile, SF

air. eat

my wonderful roomles——You gals are so

wisdom aind

idsansuatailwensuiantaee

Let's go to it-one of the wacky roommates. 2/11

Hey Baby!—11/
se@ you atthe HUMBOLDT

Tutt ans

=

Wildlife2/

sein

oleh Sean
avay om be viloe

“nei nnaaiapaiciaes ant

mf

Fiberglass kayak $80, Enfield
30.06 rile $100, CHALLENGE
CAN'T WAIT, CANT WAIT... 2/11” Dear Vicky and Keeeatin,——
Wil you sekte
please te have
Storage portfo!
anal Fi, mausanmeariae ts
Ruichel—Happy
21st Birthday. Weloveyou,
Ty Val . 7
} | preps

ve

boots

anual typewriter

$30.

even when you're a stress monster. Love,

ba

|

hight.

Happy Valentine's ..:-.

work,

Lin * 4

plgaainciun anit

Tribute to Erik Estrada 1949-1967-—A
Tribute

to the lateMr. Estrada will be held Friday Feb,
13 7:00pm
336 Laurel Dr. 118 Campus Apts.
ait

Hey Bonnie Blue ar.d Jenny too—What are
you doing on Wed., Feb.117Let'sgohear.
Josh. Crazy Hawaiian. 2/11

Please

check

your

mail for
your Revised Schedule the week
of February 9 and make corrections,
if necessary, immediately at the
Records Office
(Siemens Hall 209 window).

Carefully check the Revised
Schedule to make sure you are
correctly enrolled only in
classes you are attending.
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